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Kalpaz Publications/Gyan Books Pvt Ltd, 2004. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Rootsp Sense of
social consciousness is an intrinsic tenet of Arthur Miller`s tragic stance but beyond that his plays
are universal tragedies. Miller makes the allegorical theatre Creating `the protagonist in search`,
his Everyman in whom he dramatizes the struggle of contemporary man with the Forces of his
age`. With this basic contention in view, Dr. Kumar`s The Allegory of Quest analyses and explicates
Miller`s dramatic Corpus as an allegory of quest, as an appropriate structure for a moral
exploration of modem man`s dilemma.The present book seeks to examine Miller`s plays as a
continuation of the Metaphysical Tradition of American dramatic literature which began with
Eugene O`Neill. In fact, Miller is concerned with the existential dilemma of human life and the
relevance of values to human beings. In the process his plays make powerful explorations into the
depth of human misery, the crisis of human identity and the vast panorama of immense anarchy
and futility.Allegorically divided into seven chapters, the book is, in fact, an in-depth Study of
Miller`s Drama as an allegory of quest, as a kind of Morality theatre tracing its Roots into the 15th
century drama and...
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The book is great and fantastic. Yes, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. You wont feel monotony at at any moment of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding if you request me).
-- Da r en Ra ynor  II--  Da r en Ra ynor  II

Extremely helpful to all class of individuals. It really is writter in straightforward terms instead of di icult to understand. I am just happy to explain how this
is the finest publication i have got read inside my own lifestyle and might be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Dr . Meta  Sm ith-- Dr . Meta  Sm ith
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